1. Introduction. The notion of a monad (triple) has become increasingly important as an extension of the classical universal algebraic approach to "algebraic" categories. Indeed the categories of algebras arising from a monad seem to be the most natural generalization of BirkhofFs equational classes. Moreover in [2], Barr's concept of a relational model of a monad also coincides nicely with both the concepts of partial algebras (when suitably restricted) and (Moore) closure systems.
closure systems on X. Let Clos be the category of all closure spaces (pairs (X, T), T a closure operator on X) and continuous maps/ :
(X, V) -» (F, A) (== x G Y M implies f(x) G A (/[if])
). Equivalently; the inverse image under / of any A-closed set in F is T-closed in X. The main result in [2] then is: THEOREM (Barr [2] ). For any monad T = (2", rj, /x) over Sets, there exists a faithful functor £T : Rel (T) -» Clos.
A closure operator T : PX -» PX is called topological (algebraic) if r<£ = <f> and r(if U N) = Tif U TN (respectively TM = U { TF : finite FCJIfJ), Top (Alg) is the full subcategory of all topological (respectively algebraic) closure spaces.
Finally, for a lattice (L, ^ ), the Scott topology on L (see Scott [5] Proof. Let us first note the following obvious properties given M CI X: 
We will also need the following properties. Proof, (i) Let {3^d : d G F>} be a directed subset of F 2 X. Since /xX is clearly order-preserving and the join of a directed family of filters is its union, we have:
i.e., M X(A *) = P(X) = A <t> in FX. For non-empty meets, the calculations are straightforward.
(ii) Now consider <j> : X -> F and directed family {/ d : d G F>} in FX. Again F</ > is clearly order preserving hence the image of a directed family is again directed. For N Çj F then: We claim that eL is a D-morphism.
By letting F : Sets -> D be F, lifted to D t with the natural TMattice structure imposed, we have e : FU -> l D and rj : l S ets-• ^ = UF providing the back and front adjunctions, where U : D -> Sets is the natural forgetful functor.
To check the monadic part, let 0 be a congruence relation on a TMattice L; that is, 0 is an equivalence relation L that is also a subalgebra of L X L (i : 0 >-» L X 7, is a 7>-map). Define on L/0 : x/6 ^ ;y/0 if and only if x 0 x A y. Now z* 0 x, and i; 0 y imply udxdxAyduAv hence S is well defined on L/0. Moreover it is clear that ^ is a partial order and that the canonical K : L -> L/0 is order preserving. We need that K also preserves directed joins and arbitrary meets and that L/0 is a TMattice. preserve directed joins and arbitrary meets.
As noted in [1] and [5] , there is a natural partial order on any T 0 -space; viz:
and that any continuous function between two T 0 -spaces preserves these orders. Moreover every filter space <£X is a continuous lattice in which the Proof. Let (X, a) be a <£-algebra and consider X with the induced To-order. Since a is continuous we have:
We need a few more properties. 
(a o 3>a)(V u ) = a(v a(u) = a{u) = (a o »X)(V U ).
Therefore (X, a) is a ^-algebra. Since any filter is the direct union of its principal subfilters, the result follows. 
Therefore 0 is continuous and X as a retract of a continuous lattice is continuous by [5, 2.10].
Relational F-algebras and closure systems.
As mentioned in the preliminaries, Barr's result can be generalized for an arbitrary monad over sets. In our particular case, the result becomes: can be so obtained. Also we have not been able to find the precise conditions on a monad T to make its category of p-closed relational T-algebras naturally isomorphic to a full subcategory of Clos.
